
2021 Policy Fellows (clockwise from bottom left)
Alex Diaz, Jeronimo Aguilar, Shani Shay, John
Cannon, and Jesse Burleson discuss their
legislative campaigns on AOUON's biweekly One
Community, One Mic show with host
Communications Fellow Tariq "Soul Brother #9"
Palmer (bottom right).
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Policy Roundup: 2021 Legislative
Cycle Campaigns & Wins
Message from the Executive Director

Looking back over our work during the 2021 legislative cycle, I
can see how big of a bite we took out of the policy apple. We
sponsored and/or supported over 10 pieces of legislation,
sometimes by ourselves but mostly as members or leaders of
coalitions that connected us to many amazing organizations.
Some of our work that stands out to me includes:

Our Family Unity Matters project led the Coalition for Family
Unity to craft the campaign for AB 990, which would have
codified a family member’s “bill of rights” for visiting

incarcerated loved ones. We helped shepherd the bill through both houses
to the Governor’s desk—his veto was disappointing, but the experience our
staff gained was invaluable, and we’re already hard at work on a bill to keep
families connected for next year.

  Our Policy Manger, Joanna Billingy,
joined us at the start of the year, hit
the ground running, and hasn’t let up
all year, working with new and
experienced staff to move forward all
our campaigns. She organized and
supervised our largest Policy Fellow
cohort ever, with three part-time
fellows from the Underground
Scholars Initiative at UC Berkeley
joining our three full-time Fellows.
Working with such a variety of people
—from academics to people recently
released from decades of
incarceration—presents its own
challenges, and the success of this
cohort demonstrates the potential of
our Policy Fellow program.

We launched our Abolish Bondage Collectively
campaign to eliminate the vestiges of slavery and
involuntary servitude in the criminal legal system
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and the prison industrial complex. We supported
legislation at the national, state, and local levels,
with significant movement forward in San
Francisco, Berkeley, and Oakland, and the
potential of a state-wide ballot vote next year.

Reflection on our work over the year also reveals areas we want to
improve. We want to continue to organize and build the infrastructure to
follow legislation after passage, as the implementation of policies is where
our victories can be subverted or neutralized, or magnified or improved—the
devil really is in the details.

We want to organize more people
around voting rights! We helped pass
Prop 17 last year, restoring voting
rights to all California citizens out of
prison, even if they are on parole or
supervision. But how many
Californians with felony convictions
actually vote? There are so many of
us in this state, that if we truly
organized, we could have a major
impact, especially on local elections
such as Board of Supervisors, District
Attorneys, and Sheriffs.

The lift in 2021 was heavy, in addition to contending with the added
challenge of COVID, but we and our comrades were able get many of our
bills through the Legislature to the Governor’s desk. Our thirst for change
not only remains, but our successes have increased our appetite for action.

We invite you to join us in our policy campaigns in 2022—whether writing
letters, attending rallies, testifying at hearings, phone banking, or donating,
your support makes a real difference. It truly is All of Us or None.

 

Policy Roundup

LSPC co-sponsored legislative bills on issues ranging from housing to
education programs inside prisons to stopping ICE transfers to keeping
families connected in custody courts and during prison visits. Here are our
bills and their current status:

Reentry Housing and Workforce Development |AB 328 – Reentry
Housing and Workforce Development Program (Chiu, Kalra, Quirk-
Silva, and Wicks)

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB328&firstNav=tracking


AB 328 would redirect a portion of prison closure
savings to the Reentry Housing Program to house
and provide services to formerly incarcerated
individuals at risk of homelessness and to other
services to help people reenter society.

Did not make it out of Assembly Appropriations
Committee. We are looking into other avenues to support reentry housing in
2022.

Visitation as a Right |AB 990 – Prisons: Inmate Visitation (Santiago)

This bill would establish a right for
incarcerated people to receive visits
from their loved ones on the outside. It
would work to remove limits on visiting
hours and restricted modes of
communication, allowing incarcerated
people to connect with their loved ones
more easily. It would make visitation more respectful and predictable.

Passed the legislature but vetoed by the Governor on October 6th.
Our Family Unity Matters project, leaders of the Coalition for
Family Unity, is currently exploring our options for re-introducing
the bill in 2022.

The Vision Act |AB 937 – Immigration Enforcement (Carrillo)

The Voiding Inequality and Seeking Inclusion for
Our Immigrant Neighbors (VISION) Act would
protect refugee and immigrant community
members who have been deemed eligible for
release from being funneled by local jails and our
state prison system to immigration detention.

Did not pass out of the Senate floor. We will push to get it out of the Senate
and signed by the Governor in 2022.

FREE Bill |SB 354  – Foster youth: relative placement (Skinner)

This bill will address needless impediments to
appropriate relative and foster care placements
due to criminal records. It would make it easier for
children in crisis to be placed with family members
who have criminal convictions unrelated to their
ability to provide care and support to children.

th
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Signed by the Governor on October 8 . Will go into effect on January 1,
2022. Special shout out to our Family Unity Matters project for their work
advocating for this bill.

Protecting Incarcerated Students |SB 416 – Corrections: Educational
Programs (Hueso)

SB 416 will reflect advancements in higher educational programming in
prison. It would require the California Department of Corrections (CDCR) to
work with regionally accredited, non-profit institutions of postsecondary
higher education and prioritize college programming. SB 416 will protect
incarcerated students from becoming prey to for-profit institutions that
promise degrees or credits as an attempt to access Pell Grants.

Signed by the Governor on October 9th. Will go into effect on January 1,
2022.

The Cunningham Fix |SB 567 – Criminal Procedure: sentencing.
(Bradford)

The Cunningham Fix (SB 567) will require the
court, if a statute specifies three possible terms,
to only impose the upper/maximum term if
sufficient aggravating facts are first considered by
a jury. This will end the practice of individuals
serving maximum prison sentences without the
opportunity to effectively refute alleged
aggravating facts.

Signed by the Governor on October 8th. Will go
into effect on January 1, 2022.

Abolish Unjust Fees |SB 586 – Criminal Fees. (Bradford) 
SB 586 would have eliminated over 60 fees that
can still legally be charged to Californians moving
through the criminal justice system. The bill was
gutted and amended to include language around
police decertification related to another of Senator
Bradford’s bills. We are now exploring other
opportunities to eliminate fines and fees in 2022.

Occupational Licensing |AB 677 – Community Care Facilities:
Criminal Background Checks (Holden)

This bill would affect the Department of Social Services
only. If you have any prior conviction, the department
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currently bans you or requires an exemption. This bill
would prevent you from being asked questions about
your criminal history in your application or being
rejected because of your criminal record.

Did not make it out of Assembly Appropriations Committee. We are
exploring other avenues to remove occupational licensing barriers in 2022.

Sunsetting Criminal Records |SB 731 – Criminal Records: Relief
(Durazo)

SB 731 would implement a comprehensive system
to seal criminal and arrest records. It would
automate the sealing of all arrest records that do
not result in conviction. It would expand record
sealing to certain felony convictions following
completion of terms of incarceration, post-release
supervision, and an additional period of time.

Did not pass out of the Assembly floor. We will
push to get it out of the Assembly and signed by
the Governor in 2022.

Reflections from LSPC’s 2021 Elder Freeman Policy
Fellows

John Cannon:
I helped work on Senate Bill 354,
authored by Senator Nancy Skinner,
which will remove barriers preventing
family members with criminal
convictions from taking care of their
loved ones in foster care.

LSPC was a co-sponsor of SB 345 and
part of the FREE (Family
Reunification, Equity and
Empowerment) coalition. Working
with the FREE coalition, I got a chance
to experience and be a part of the
whole bill process, from decision making, to legislative visits, to working
directly with Senator Skinner’s office. The bill made it through both houses
and was signed into law by Governor Newsom.

Being a part of this process has been an amazing experience because this is

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB731


an issue that has affected my life, personally. I’ve learned that putting in
the work isn’t easy but it is definitely worth it when you’re able to reap the
fruits from the seeds you sow. I enjoyed working in coalition with like-
minded individuals who were equally passionate about getting this bill
passed.

Jeronimo Aguilar:
For state-wide legislative advocacy, I
was a member of the ICE out of CA
coalition in support of AB 937 The
Vision Act.

The Vision Act, AB 937 authored by
Assemblymember Wendy Carrillo
would end the cruel and inhumane
practice of ICE transfers. Currently, at
CDCR’s discretion, incarcerated
individuals who are not citizens are
flagged to be picked up by ICE,
usually on their release date. The
reality of people doing their time and waiting on that day where they can
once again see their children and family, only to be funneled to ICE upon
their release is particularly cruel.

After a tumultuous year of advocating for this important legislation our
cosponsor/support grew to over 90 organizations and countless coauthors.
After successfully shepherding AB 937 through the Assembly and most of
the Senate committees, we experienced unexpected difficulty on the Senate
floor. After some questionable political developments that saw some
legislators change their stance to opposition at the last minute, and a full-on
offense by law enforcement lobby groups, our bill was effectively removed
from the roll call and was never even heard on the Senate floor for a vote.
AB 937 the Vision Act now becomes a two-year bill, one that we intend to
continue to push forward in 2022.

I also, along with the other fellows, helped
start the “ABC” Abolish Bondage Collectively
Campaign. The “ABC” campaign was formed
to support the mission of abolishing
involuntary servitude, structural racism, and
vestiges of slavery. The CA and Federal
Constitutions contain language that allows
for slavery/involuntary servitude to be used
as a punishment for a crime (see CA
Constitution Article 1, Section 6 and US
Constitution’s 13th Amendment).

We spent the year supporting Assembly Constitutional Amendment 3 (ACA
3), to remove the “exception” language from the CA Constitution, and we
introduced resolutions in cities/counties throughout CA, and successfully

https://abolishbondagecollectively.org/
https://abolishbondagecollectively.org/


passed resolutions in SF (City/County) and Oakland City Council. We also
generated a lot of press about the issue, with our work being featured in the
LA Times, Newsbreak, The Real News Network, Washington Post, and Black
Voice News, and we were able to host countless webinars/film screenings on
the struggle to abolish slavery/involuntary servitude.

I’d like to thank LSPC for allowing me the opportunity to learn so much
about policy, organizing and most importantly, my own potential. I learned
that I have power in my voice and experience and can help affect change by
speaking out.

Shani Shay:
I worked on SB 586 Reducing Court
Fees, organized outreach events with
All of Us or None, and advocated at
the state capital.

SB 586 was a senate bill that aimed
to reduce 39 criminal court fees that
disproportionately affects low income
and black women. I experienced the
harsh burden of these fees myself
when I was working, and I had to choose between having my paycheck
garnished and feeding my children. Sadly SB 586 was gutted by Senator
Bradford for other purposes, however AB 177 was negotiated in the final
hours of the legislative cycle to repeal 17 additional criminal court fees. This
was good but there is still more work to go!!

I have learned so much about how to move legislation, and I look forward to
helping push ACA3 forward and supporting my perineal favorite: letter
writing to my incarcerated loved ones.

Alex Diaz:
SB 731, introduced by Senator
Durazo, would automatically seal
records of individuals who committed
low level offenses, specifically carving
out groups with certain violent and
sex convictions. Currently, SB 731 is
a two-year bill that will go before the
State Assembly in January. If passed
in the Assembly, the bill will go to
Governor Newsom to sign.

Throughout my experience working
on this bill, I am extremely pleased to have gotten the chance to work
alongside some of the most amazing and progressive organizations,
individuals, and legislators. Being able to tell my story and feel heard and
valued was a life changing experience. Unfortunately, our bill was not



Joanna Billingy

passed due to ongoing conversations that need to happen, but, nonetheless,
I feel optimistic about the future of this bill and feel confidential that we will
do all we can to get it passed.

Kevin McCarthy:
Kevin led our work on SB 416
Incarcerated Students Programs,
which will require CDCR to allow
public schools to offer education
programs inside prisons while
protecting incarcerated students from
predatory, for-profit schools. As a
member of Underground Scholars
Initiative at UC Berkeley who believes
in the prison-to-school pipeline, Kevin
was particularly well suited and
effective advocating for SB 416.

Kevin was featured in multiple media articles, such as in Bob Egelko’s San
Francisco Chronicle column, testified at hearings, and appeared multiple
times on AOUON’s One Community One Mic program to talk policy.

Kevin is currently doing research on the relationship between gang
sentencing enhancements and rehabilitation. Spoiler alert: there aren’t any!
But need to do the research to take this ammunition out of the hands of
District Attorneys.
[written by LSPC Program Manager & Policy Fellow Supervisor Joanna Billingy]

Message from the Policy Manager
  Legal Services for Prisoners with Children took a robust
approach to advocacy this year. We attended meetings for
litigation, assembly and senate hearings, wrote support and
opposition letters, we signed on to administrative petitions,
attended BSCC hearings and committee meetings, connected
with the Legislative Analysts Office to navigate prison closures
and tackling Involuntary Servitude, created webinars providing
public education on topics including abolition and mass

incarceration with guests such as Angela Davis, Amber Rose-Howard, Dr.
Venezia Michalsen, Assembly Public Safety Counsel, The California Budget
and Policy Center, and much more. In addition to these areas of advocacy,
we also participated in over 10 coalitions ranging from financial advocacy
through to child welfare.

  Within our organization, we
continued our Elder Freeman Policy
Fellowship, though with 6 fellows this
year—our usual three full-time staff
were joined by three part-time fellows
from the Underground Scholars

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Newsom-vetoes-bill-giving-California-prisoners-a-16517413.php
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2021 Policy Fellows Kevin McCarthy (left) and
Jesse Burleson (right) testify at a hearing for AB
990 at the Capitol in Sacramento.

Initiative at U.C. Berkeley. We spent
copious amounts of time identifying
what needs could be addressed in the
world through our team, as well as
power mapping, strategizing, and
learning from the elders in our field –
our Executive Director included. As a
result, we created the Abolish Bondage Collectively campaign and website,
and have successfully passed resolutions to support the end of vestiges of
slavery and structural racism in San Francisco and Oakland. Together, we
have been able to accomplish more than ever before.

2021 did have its share of challenges, though. We took on an
unprecedented number of issues with a very passionate but limited staff,
which showed us what we’re capable of, and how to scale our work for next
year. We also have a long way to go to change the perception people have
of formerly incarcerated and directly impacted people—some allies still look
at us as just a “warm and fuzzy story” rather than the capable intellectual
individuals we are, resulting in surprise and discomfort when we insist on a
seat at the table. In addition, certain members of our Californian society still
perceive us as a danger and threat rather than acknowledge us as humans
and neighbors navigating the same traumas, or more.

No matter the challenges, we are able to look back and celebrate our solid
successes in 2021:

Aided in crafting and/or supporting the language and development of
five bills brought before the governor’s desk.
Making new allies and partners while discovering more about who we
are as an organization.
Growing stronger as a policy team through one of the toughest times
our world has faced to date.

Our 2021 Policy Fellows took leading roles in the development of the policies
at hand. They were directly the conduits, drivers, collaborators, and
originators on much of our policy endeavors. With a little shine and polish,
the fellows have done everything from: run coalition meetings single-
handedly, appear on broadcasted media platforms explaining our policy
work and campaigns, develop campaign strategies and best practices, and
learn administrative skills necessary for any political roll – whether in an
office or NPO. Whether talking to law makers directly or creating space for
our AOUON membership to work on policy, the fellows were and continue to
be front and center in driving sustainable change.

https://abolishbondagecollectively.org/


ABOVE (left to right): 2021 Policy Fellows Shani Shay, Jeronimo Aguilar, Kevin McCarthy,
Communications Manager Troy Williams, Staff Attorney Kellie Walters, Policy Manager Joanna Billingy,
Policy Fellow Jesse Burleson, State Senator Steven Bradford, USI advocate Tonatiuh Beltran, and
Policy Fellow John Cannon at the CA Capitol in Sacramento.

Our legislative goals for next year look to uplift the work of our policy
platform. We intend to dive head first into considering co-sponsoring bills
directly related to our issue areas of keeping families connected, increasing
opportunities for people reentering, and restoring our civil and human
rights. We also intend to be more vocal about our opposition and not just
our support. Additionally, we seek to develop more relationships with the
legislature while providing a stronger platform for public education on the
topics that matter most to us.

Want to join us in our policy work for the 2022 legislative cycle? Applications
are now open for the 2022 Policy Fellowship! Applications are due by
November 19, 2021.

We thank you for all your advocacy and support, and can’t wait to move
more legislative mountains in 2022!
 

Changing the Dominant Narrative:
Exhibit on Mass Incarceration – Alcatraz Island National Park

On Wednesday, October 20, select
LSPC staff attended a special opening
event for the new exhibit at Alcatraz
Island entitled "The Big Lockup: Mass
Incarceration in the Unity States." The
permanent exhibit opened to the
public starting Monday, October 25.

Check out the video of Dorsey's
remarks at the exhibit opening, as
well as a sneak peak of the exhibit itself!

https://prisonerswithchildren.org/elder-freeman-policy-fellowship/
https://prisonerswithchildren.org/elder-freeman-policy-fellowship/
https://www.nps.gov/alca/exhibit_thebiglockup.htm
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https://youtu.be/VW1XdqjD32s


The new National Parks Service exhibit, which replaces a 30-year-old display
from the Department of Corrections, began development over 5 years ago.
At that time, LSPC Executive Director Dorsey Nunn was invited by National
Parks Chief of Interpretation & Education Michele Gee to a charrette
(workgroup) to discuss the creation of the exhibit. At that meeting, Dorsey,
realizing that most in the room were not formerly incarcerated nor directly
impacted by the prison-industrial complex, asked to help set up another
charrette of people with lived experience and experise. LSPC flew in All of Us
or None organizers from all over the country to contribute to the exhibit's
content, tone, and framing. Click here for a list of all the organizations led
and staffed by formerly incarcerated people who participated in the
development of the exhibit.

While the previous CDC exhibit focused on the "effectiveness" of
incarceration, the current interactive display contextualizes mass
incarceration within the history of slavery, Jim Crow, and structural racism,
and focuses on the human beings the prison-industrial complex tries to
dehumanize and oppress:

On Alcatraz Island, visitors learn its history and hear the voices of former residents. Yet the
significance of Alcatraz also lies in its connection to historic and contemporary issues of criminal
justice. Why does our country incarcerate more people than any other country? Why are people of
color incarcerated at a higher rate? What is the impact on individuals, families and communities?
How is this system changing and what are the alternatives? We invite you to form and express your
opinion.

As you experience the Big Lockup, you will hear the stories of those incarcerated, see their loved
ones, and sense the weight of incarceration. The exhibit uses archival and contemporary
photographs to tell these stories, including interviews with those affected. The bold red, and shades
of black incite reflection and draw the attention of visitors. Based on extensive research, this exhibit
examines issues spanning from the Civil War until today. It reveals the forces that enabled mass
incarceration to begin and persist.

https://www.nps.gov/alca/faqs_thebiglockup.htm
https://www.nps.gov/alca/faqs_thebiglockup.htm


AOUON Sacramento Organizer Aaliyah
Muhammad (left) helps stack some of the 500
meals for delivery to unhoused neighbors.

As part of LSPC's core mission is to change the dominant narrative around
mass incarceration and actively center the people directly impacted by the
justice legal system, we are proud and honored to have participated directly
in the creation of this exhibit. As Alcatraz hosts over a million visitors a
year, we hope the exhibit helps continue to shift people's perception and
allow them to see the true cost to our people, families, and communities.

Click here for more photos and information about The Big Lockup: Mass
Incarceration in the United States.

 

All of Us or None

AOUON Sacramento

On Saturday, October 30, AOUON
Sacramento, along with Masjid As-
Sabur, Sacramento HART, and Sac
CLAP, distributed 500 meals, water,
masks and sanitizer to our unhoused
neighbors throughout the city.
AOUON Sacramento Organizer
Aaliyah Muhammad said, “This was
just a drop in the bucket. There are
thousands around the city left hungry
and cold.”

Want to get involved with the AOUON
Sacramento chapter? Contact Henry
Ortiz at:
henry@prisonerswithchildren.org /
209.762.0850.

Community Giveback

https://www.nps.gov/media/photo/gallery.htm?pg=6854701&id=BFDA9D56-1F8E-4937-A810-31C6CB3B40EA
mailto:henry@prisonerswithchildren.org


Help us gift bicycles and toys to kids in the
name of their incarcerated loved one!

The 22nd Annual Community Giveback,
organized by All of Us or None, is an event
for children whose parents are in jail or
prison to receive a new bicycle or other gift
from their incarcerated parents on Dec. 10-
11, 2021 at our Freedom & Movement
Center in Oakland, California.

Our goal is to remind children with
incarcerated loved ones that they have a
whole community who cares about them,
and also supports former prisoners in their
efforts to positively impact their
communities. It is dedicated to the memory
of Robert Moody, a formerly incarcerated
activist who helped initiate the project.

The Community Giveback puts a human face on our struggle, empowers and
uplifts our community, and serves as a powerful way for formerly
incarcerated people to reclaim our humanity. We are motivated by love and
hope, a love and hope that our community is often denied.

The annual Community Giveback is supported 100% by donations and
volunteer time, and we take donations year-round to cover expenses. Please
help us ensure that we have enough bicycles for all the kids in our
community by donating here: bit.ly/2021CommunityGivebackDonations

In addition, we also need volunteers to help assemble bicycles and load
them in the vehicle of the recipients. Please email
tina@prisonerswithchildren.org to volunteer and for additional details.
 

Photos from the 2020 Community Giveback: (left) kids receiving bikes in the name of their incarcerated
loved one take photos and write letters, which are sent to their loved one inside, and (right) LSPC staff,
AOUON members, and volunteers cheer after a successful event.

 

https://cts.vresp.com/c/?LegalServicesforPris/cd0cc3acc0/a4f360c59e/5903315e82
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AOUON National

National Newspaper!

The AOUON Newspaper is a print publication sent to our
members who are currently incarcerated. Digital
versions of all the issues are available on our website
here!

The AOUON Newspaper, which comes out monthly, is a
platform to amplify the voices and stories of our
members. If you’re interested in sharing a personal
story—be it of triumph or hardship—please get in touch
with the newspaper editor Hamdiya Cooks-Abdullah at
hamdiya@prisonerswithchildren.org

People currently incarcerated can send articles, letters, and artwork to:
AOUONews, 4400 Market St., Oakland, CA 94608.

AOUON National

Want to get involved in other communities across the country? Contact one
of the many AOUON chapters:

Don’t see an AOUON chapter near you? Contact AOUON National Organizer
Oscar Flores to start one: oscar@prisonerswithchildren.org / 415.625.7048

https://prisonerswithchildren.org/aouon-newspaper/
https://prisonerswithchildren.org/aouon-newspaper/
https://prisonerswithchildren.org/aouon-newspaper/
https://prisonerswithchildren.org/chapters/
https://prisonerswithchildren.org/chapters/
https://www.prisonerswithchildren.org/about/staff-directory/oscar-flores-2/
mailto:oscar@prisonerswithchildren.org


Calendar

Family Unity Matters – Livestream Chat
When: 6:30 P.M., Tuesday, November 9, 2021
Where: Coalition for Family Unity Facebook Page
(@CoalitionForFamilyUnity)

As lead organizer of the Coalition for
Family Unity, LSPC's Family Unity
Matters project invites you to join this
amazing conversation with Fox &
Rob Rich from the documentary
"Time" (Amazon Prime), along with
some powerful formerly incarcerated
women.

As a formerly incarcerated woman
herself, Fox Rich was determined to
get out of prison to be the voice for
other incarcerated men and women
upon her release.

Fox lived by the motto "Success is the best revenge" and she did just that!
Our special guests will be joined by some of the most powerful formerly
incarcerated activists in California that have lived under the umbrella of the
same motto. 

In addition to Fox Rich, panelists include:
Aminah Elster - Coalition for California Women Prisoners (CCWP)
Angelique Evans - Young Women's Freedom Center (YWFC)
Genevive Silva - Starting Over, Inc.
Jayda Rasberry - Californians United for a Responsible Budget (CURB)
Maria Casillas - Pride in Truth

Hosted by:
Ivana Gonzales - Legal Services for Prisoners with Children

You do not want to miss this great conversation that uplifts, empowers and
reminds us of the importance of our formerly incarcerated women and their
place in the movement.

For more information, contact FUM Organizer Ivana Gonzales at:
ivana@prisonerswithchildren.org 

AOUON – Oakland Meeting – Digital & In-Person!
When: 6:30 P.M., November 18, 2021 (3rd Thursday of every month)
Where: In-person at the Freedom & Movement Center: 4400 Market St.,
Oakland, CA 94608

https://www.facebook.com/CoalitionForFamilyUnity
https://prisonerswithchildren.org/freedom-and-movement-center/


Online on Zoom: https://bit.ly/AOUONGeneralMeeting

All people and family members directly impacted by the
criminal justice system are invited to join All of Us or
None at our monthly meeting the 3rd Thursday of each
month in Oakland, CA. We discuss local and state
legislation, plan community events, and strategize how to
advocate for our community in our own voices.

For more information contact Paul B.:
paulb@prisonerswithchildren.org / 415.255.7036

LSPC Clean Slate / Expungement Clinics:
On Saturday November 6, 2021 from
10 am- 3 pm the East Bay Community
Law Center (EBCLC) will be hosting a
Community Health Day at their
Adeline office.

They will be providing free walk-up
legal services, including record
expungement and a mobile
vaccination unit that will be available
on site. EBCLC will also be distributing
face masks and $100 cash for people
who get vaccinated and bring
someone who signs up for
vaccination!

If anyone wants to register or learn
more about the vaccine, they can
learn more here: https://ebclc.org/in-
the-news/community-health-day/ 

 
More expungement services available at Root & Rebound’s Nov. 10 clinic at
the West Oakland Library here! 
 
For more information about clean slate / expungement clinics, please
contact Sandra Johnson: sandra@prisonerswithchildren.org 
 

Wilma Chan: An Ally Taken Too Soon

On Thursday, Novemeber 4, we lost a dear ally
when Alameda County Supervisor Wilma Chan
was killed in a tragic traffic accident in Oakland,
CA.

Supervisor Chan supported us as we fought for

https://bit.ly/AOUONGeneralMeeting
https://www.prisonerswithchildren.org/our-projects/allofus-or-none/
https://www.prisonerswithchildren.org/our-projects/allofus-or-none/
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our civil and human rights as well as on issues
such as Ban the Box.

You will be missed!

 

 

Donate to LSPC / All of Us or None here!

Like us on Facebook
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